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SURGERY IN DIMENSION FOUR

AND NONCOMPACT 5-MANIFOLDS

BY

DANIEL S. SILVER

Abstract. This paper describes a precise relationship between the problems of

completing surgery in dimension four and finding boundaries for noncompact

5-manifolds.

Two outstanding problems of low-dimensional topology are completing 4-dimen-

sional surgery and finding boundaries for noncompact 5-dimensional manifolds.

Although no complete theory is known for either problem, some interesting results

have been found. (See [1, 4, 5, 10] and Addendum.) In this paper we describe a

complete relationship between these two problems. Consequently, knowledge of

4-dimensional surgery yields information about noncompact 5-manifolds and con-

versely.

All manifolds and maps in this paper are assumed to be smooth. Each manifold is

provided with a basepoint and, when appropriate, basepaths will be chosen to given

2-spheres without explicit mention.

I wish to thank Gerald A. Anderson and Frank Quinn for helpful discussions.

Also, I wish to thank Patrick Gilmer for his advice and encouragement during this

project.

1. Statement of results. Let (/, b): (M, dM) -» (Y, X) be a degree-one normal

map in the sense of Wall [11], where M is a compact connected 4-manifold and

(Y, X) is a Poincaré pair (not necessarily simple). If X =£ 0, then we require that

f\dM: dM -» X induces an isomorphism of homology groups with A = Z[trx(Y)]-

coefficients. Also, we assume that/is 2-connected, K2(M) is a free A-module, and

the surgery obstruction a(f, b) g ¿4(77, co) is zero.

If H c K2(M) is a subkernel, we will say that H is representable in M if we can

find disjoint framed embedded 2-spheres Sl,...,Sr C int M such that the inclusion

M — U, S, -» M induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups, and the classes of

Sx,... ,Sr in H2(M; A) = tr2(M) form a basis over A for H. The subkernel H is

stably representable if, for some integer k > 0, H © (e\,... ,ek) is representable in

M# k(S2 X S2). Here e¡ denotes the class of S2 X 1 c /th-summand S2 X S2, and

(ex,.. .,ek) is the submodule generated by ex,.. .,ek. We regard H ffi (ex,.. .,ek) as
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44 D. S. SILVER

a subkernel after performing surgery on (/, b) to "kill" k null-homotopic circles in

int M.

Now suppose that Hx and H2 are two subkernels of K2(M). Then any A-module

isomorphism Hx -* H2 extends to an automorphism a of K2(M) [11, Corollary

5.3.1]. In fact, if we identify K2(M) with the standard kernel, then a represents a

well-defined element a of L^tt, u). Assume that Hx is representable. We can

perform (relative) surgery on (/, b) and obtain (f',b') where /': P ~* Y is a

homotopy equivalence. In the next section, we will prove the following

Proposition 1. The subkernel H2 is stably representable iff there exists a normal

cobordism (F, Z?)rel3 from (/', b') to (/", b"), where f" is a homotopy equivalence

and the surgery obstruction a(F, B) is precisely a.

Corollary 2.1fct = 0, then H2 is stably representable.

Remark. If we replace Lh„(ir, co) everywhere by Un(ir, w), then after making the

obvious necessary modifications the corresponding conclusion of Proposition 1 can

be obtained from the results of [1, Appendix].

Now given any degree-one normal map (/, b) as above with a(f, b) = 0 in

L\(m, to), we construct a noncompact 5-manifold W with a single end e, tame with

vanishing collar obstruction. (See [8] for terminology.) As an application of the

above proposition we prove

Theorem 3. If e has a collar in W, then (f, b) has a solution; i.e., (/, b) is normally

cobordant rel 3 to (/', b'), where f is a homotopy equivalence.

Conversely, if (f, b) has a solution (/', b'), then an element ä in Lh5(tT, to) is defined.

The end e has a collar in W iff there exists a normal cobordism (F, B)rel 3 from

(/', b') to {f", b") such that f" is a homotopy equivalence and the surgery obstruction

a(F, B) is precisely <x.

Corollary 4. If Lh5(<n, to) = 0 (e.g., trx(Y) = 1), then (/, b) has a solution iff t has

a collar in W.

If /is already a homotopy equivalence, then we can show

Corollary 5. Let ß be any element of Lh5(ir, w). Then there exists a noncompact

5-manifold W as above such that the end e has a collar in W iff there exists a normal

cobordism (F, B)rel 3 from (f,b)to(f',b') such that f is a homotopy equivalence

anda(F,B) = ß.

Finally, let W be any noncompact 5-manifold such that 3 W (possibly empty) is

diffeomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold. Suppose that e is a tame end of

W with vanishing collar obstruction. We produce a degree-one normal map (/, b) as

above such that the conclusion of Theorem 3 is valid.

2. Proof of Proposition 1. Let Hx, H2 be subkernels of K2(M) and suppose that Hx

is representable in M. Let a be any automorphism of K2(M) that restricts to an

isomorphism from Hx to H2.
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Lemma 6. If a is an element of RUr(A) and r is odd, then H2 is representable in M.

(See [11, Chapter 6] for the definition ofRUr(A).)

Proof. Since Hx is representable in M, there exist disjoint framed embedded

2-spheres Si,.. .,Sr c int M, as in §1, whose classes ax,...,ar in H2(M; A) form a

basis for Hx over A. Extend ax,... ,ar to a basis ax,... ,ar, a'x,.. .,a'r for K2(M) such

that X(a„ Oj) = X(a'i, a'/) = 0, \(a„ a]) = 0¡J and p(a,) = p(a¡) = 0, 1 < i, j < r.

Using [2, Lemma 2.7 and identities at the bottom of p. 406], we can express a with

respect to the basis

¡R 0     \

where R is contained in GL(r, A) and each a, is of the form

» (o7 j) - « (; ó)-

Here P = Q — Q* for some matrix Q.

If / = 0, then ai,... ,ar generate H2 and we are done. Assume that / > 0. If a¡ is of

type (i), then replace a{,... ,a'r by a¡(a'x),.. .,a¡(a'r), respectively. This has the effect

of reducing / by one. If a¡ is of type (ii), then by [7] we can represent the classes

a{,... ,a'r by framed immersed 2-spheres S{,... ,Sr' c int M such that S¡ n S! = 0

if /' #y and S¡ D S¡' consists of a single point of transverse intersection, 1 < i,j < r.

By [7, Proposition 2.2], Sx\...,Sr' are regularly homotopic to disjoint embedded

2-spheres. Moreover, the regular homotopy can be chosen so that it does not

introduce new intersection points with Sx,...,Sr. Consequently, Sx, S{,...,Sr, Sr'

form r disjoint wedges of 2-spheres. Interchange 5, and Sf (a¡ and a-). Again / is

reduced by one. Inductively we can assume that / = 0.    D

Now assume that H2 ffi (ex,...,ek) is representable in N = M#k(S2 X S2). By

hypothesis Hx is representable in M. Choose disjoint framed embedded 2-spheres

Si,..-.-,Sr+ k c int N, as in §1, such that classes of Sx,...,Sr form a basis for Hx while

S,■ = S2 X 1 c z'th-summand S2 X S2 for i > r. Construct a cobordism Vx by at-

taching 3-handles to N X I along these 2-spheres in N X 1. Notice that Vx is a

relative cobordism between N and P. Similarly, form a cobordism V2 by attaching

3-handles to N X I along 2-spheres in TV X / whose classes form a basis for

H2 © (ex,.. .,ek). Identify Vx and V2 along their common boundary part N in order

to obtain V. It is possible to extend (/', b') over V to obtain a normal cobordism

(F, B) rel 3. One verifies as in [11, p. 66] that a(F, B) = ä.

Conversely, assume that the cobordism (F, B) exists where F: V -» Y X I. After

doing surgery on circles inside int V, we may assume that the inclusions P = 3_ V -*

V, 3 + V —> V induce isomorphisms of fundamental groups. Consequently, by the

proof of [6, Theorem 8.1] we can find a handlebody-decomposition V = P X I U

h2 U • ■ ■ U h2mU h3x U • • • U h3m containing handles of index 2 and 3 only. The

number of 2-handles is equal to the number of 3-handles since P and 3 + V are

homotopy equivalent. After adding cancelling pairs of 2- and 3-handles, if necessary,

we can assume that m = r + k, k > 0, and that m is odd. Then TV » P# m(S2 X S2)
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and the classes of the belt 2-spheres Sx,...,Smof hf,...,hlt, respectively, generate a

subkernel of K2(N). Let H2'<^K2(N) be the subkernel generated by

3(core 3-disk of hf), 1 < i < m.

Recall that P was first obtained from M by performing surgery on /: (M, dM) -*

(Y, X). We can write M ~ P#r(S2 X S2) where now Sx,...,Sr generate the sub-

kernel Hx. Identify N with M#k(S2 X S2). Then any isomorphism H2' -» H2 ©

<< . ,ek) extends to an automorphism of K2(N) which, for sufficiently large m,

must be an element of RUm(A). Since m is odd and H{ is representable (using the

2-spheres 3(core h])) the subkernel H2 © (ex,...,ek) is representable in M#

k(S2 X S2)by Lemma 6.    D

3. Applications to noncompact 5-manifolds. Let (/, b): (M, dM) -» (Y, X) be a

degree-one normal map such that/is 2-connected, K2(M) is a free A-module and

o(f, b) = 0 in £4(77, u). We construct a noncompact 5-manifold W as follows: First

choose any subkernel H c K2(M) with basis ax,.. .,ar such that X(a¡, a/) = 0 and

p(a¡) = 0, 1 < i,j < r. Let l^ = M X I u Ä* U • • • U ä?, where each 2-handle /if

is attached along with a null-homotopic circle in int M X 1 so that 3_ i/j = M while

3 + i/i = N, where TV = M#r(S2 X S2). Using [7] we can find disjoint framed

embedded 2-spheres Sx,...,Sr<z int TV representing ax,...,ar, respectively, such that

the inclusion N — U,S, -» jV induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. Let

Vx = N X I U h\KJ ■■• U hi, where h] is a 3-handle attached to A7 X 1 along 5,

with its framing. Identify Ux and Kx along their common boundary part N in order

to obtain Wx. Then Wx is a relative cobordism from M to a 4-manifold d+Wx which

we will denote by Mx. It is possible to extend (/, b) to a normal cobordism

(Fx,Bx)reld,    where F^ (Wx, M,N,MX) -> (Y X /; Y X 0, 7 X \, Y X l).

Moreover F\|Afi is 2-connected and ^(MJ has a subkemel with basis bx,...,br

corresponding to the belt 2-spheres of h\,.. .,h2. Let Hx be a dual subkemel; i.e., a

subkemel of K2(MX) with basis b'x,...,b'r such that A(Z?;, è/) = 0, p(b;) = 0 and

X(Z?,, b') = S,y, 1 < i,j < r. Using the subkemel Hx, construct a cobordism W2 =

i/2 U F2 as before. Inductively construct W¡ and define W = U, W¡, where W^ and

Figure 1
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Wi + X are identified along their common boundary part d + W¡ ~ d_W1 + x. (See Figure

1.) If dM ¥= 0, then round the resulting corners. Notice that if dM =£ 0, then

dW ~ M U (open collar of dM}.

The subsets Ui>k W¡, k ^ 1, determine a unique end e of W. Clearly trx is stable at

e and the natural maps irx(e) -» irx(W) = irx(M) are isomorphisms. A straightfor-

ward calculation shows that Hq(W, M; A) = 0 if q ± 3, while H3(W, M; A) is a free

A-module of rank r. In fact, the image of the boundary homomorphism 3:

H3(W, M; A) -* H2(M; A) is precisely the subkemel H c K2(M). It follows by [8,

Lemma 6.2] that e is a tame end with vanishing collar obstruction. (This obstruction

is the equivalence class of the A-module H3(W, M; A) in K0(trx(E)), the projective

class group of trx(e).)

Remark. There are other ways to construct a noncompact 5-manifold which

satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 3. For example, we can cross (/, b) with S1,

complete surgery and take the appropriate infinite cyclic cover. Then let W be a

closed neighborhood of one of the two ends.

Figure 2

Proof of Theorem 3. Assume that e has a collar V in W. Then F is a connected

neighborhood of e that is a closed submanifold of W. The frontier b V of V is a

compact submanifold (possibly with boundary) and V « bV X [0, oo). Let U denote

the closure inWofW— K If 3M = 0, then U is a (relative) cobordism between M

and AT, where M' = bV. If dM + 0, then C = dU - {int M U int bV) is an

A-cobordism between dM and d(bV). In this case, let M' = bV U {C-open collar of

dM}. Then U is again a relative cobordism between M and M '. (See Figure 2.)

It is easy to verify that the inclusions M -» £/, Ai ' -> Í/ induce isomorphisms of

fundamental groups. Consequently, we can find a handlebody decomposition

U = M X I U k2 U   ■••U^2Ui13U  • • • U Ä:,3

containing handles of index 2 and 3 only. Let N denote the middle-level 4-manifold.

Extend (/, b) to a normal cobordism

(F, £)rel3,    where F: (U;M,N,M') -» (y X 7; y X 0, Y X \, Y X l).

We claim that (F, B) is a normal cobordism from (/, b) to (/', b') where /':

M ' -» y is a homotopy equivalence. To see this, let

S, = 3 (core 3-disk of fc,3),       i < / < /,
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and let c, be the class of 5, in H2(N; A). The claim will follow from the proof of [11,

Lemma 5.7] together with the following observation:

Lemma 7. The classes cx,... ,c, generate a subkemel of K2(N).

Proof. Since SX,...,S, are disjointly embedded, we have \(c¡, c,) = 0 and jti(c,) =

0, 1 < /', y < /. Also since the inclusion M' -* U induces an isomorphism of funda-

mental groups, it follows that the inclusion N — U,-5,- -* N also induces an isomor-

phism of fundamental groups. Consequently, we can find 2-spheres S{,..., S,' c int TV

such that S¡ n Sf = 0 if ; # y and consists of a single point of transverse intersec-

tion if i =j. Let c'i be the class of Sf in H2(N; A). It may happen that c\ is not

contained in K2(N). If this is the case, alter Sf as follows: Since/¿: H2(M'\ A) ->

//2(y, A) must be surjective, there exists a class v; in H2(M'\ A) such that

f'*(y¡) = -(F\N)*(c'¡). Represent y, by an immersed 2-sphere Tt c int M'. In fact,

we can choose T¡ c int M¿, where A/0' = M'— {attaching circles of dual 2-handles of

/c3,... ,k]}. Regard N as obtained from M¿ by attaching copies of D2 X S2. Then

T¡ c N - U,S, and we can assume that T¡ misses Sx,...,Sr Add T¡ to Sf via

connected sum taken along a suitable arc in N so that (F|/V)+(c,') = 0; i.e., c'¡ is

contained in K2(N). Without loss of generality we can assume that the normal

bundle of Sf in N is trivial. Complete the argument following [11, Chapter 5].

Choose jti, in /x(c,') and make the change of basis

c; = c;-Lm,+ i;c,.x(c,,c;)).
\ i <j i

We see that \(c'/, c'f) = 0, p(c'f) = 0 and X(c,, c'/) = 5,,, 1 < i,j < t. Thus cx,... ,c,

generate a subkemel of K2(N).   D

Conversely, suppose that (f,b) has a solution. Then there exists a normal

cobordism (F, ¿?)rel3 from (/, b) to (f',b'), where /': P -» Y is a homotopy

equivalence. Assume that F: (V; M, P) -» (y X 7; y X 0, Y X 1). After doing

surgery on circles inside int V we may assume without loss of generality that the

inclusions M —> V, P -* V induce isomorphisms of fundamental groups. Conse-

quently, we can find a handlebody decomposition V = M X I U k2 U • • • U k2 U

k\ U • • • U /c3 containing handles of index 2 and 3 only. Let N denote the

middle-level 4-manifold. Then N = M# s(S2 X S2). Let

S, = 3 (core 3-disk of kf),       1 < ; < i.

Then the classes of Sx,... ,S, in H2(N; A) generate a subkemel Hx c K2(N).

Now attach í 2-handles to W along null-homotopic circles in int M. Call the

resulting 5-manifold W. Notice that dW can be identified with N U {open collar

of dN}. Moreover, the image of H3(W, dW; A) = H3(W, dW; A) © AJ under the

boundary homomorphism 3: H2(W, dW; A) -> H2(dW; A) = H2(N; A) is the

subkemel H © (ex,.. .,es) c K2(N). Let H2 be a subkemel of K2(N) which is dual

with respect to intersection pairing.

If it is the case that H2 is representable in N, then form W" by attaching

3-handles to W along framed 2-spheres in int N (as in §1) whose classes form a
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basis for H2. Then dW" = N' U {open collar of 3/V}, where N' is obtained from N

by surgery. A direct computation reveals that the inclusion dW" -» W" is a

homotopy equivalence. By [9, Theorem 1.6] W" ~ N' x[0, oo). It follows im-

mediately that the end of W has a collar.

If H2 is stably representable, then after adding sufficiently many cancelling pairs

of 2- and 3-handles to the cobordism V, we can assume that H2 is in fact

representable. In the general case, we do not know whether or not H2 is represent-

able. Proposition 1 completes the argument.   D

In order to prove Corollary 5, represent ß by an element B in SUr(A) for some r.

Perform surgery on the identity map of M to "kill" r null-homotopic circles. We

obtain a 2-connected degree-one normal map

(f,b),   where/: (M#r(S2 X S2),dM) -* (M,dM).

The kernel K2 is a sum of r standard planes. Regard B as an automorphism of K2. If

a i denotes the class of S2 X 1 c ¿th-summand S2 X S2, then the classes

B(ax),... ,B(ar) generate a subkemel H. Construct the manifold W as above using

(/, b) and H.   D

Finally, we consider an arbitrary noncompact 5-manifold W. For simplicity, we

will assume that dW is compact (possibly empty). When dW is noncompact but

diffeomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold, the following arguments can

still be used. (See [8].)

Assume that e is a tame end of W with vanishing collar obstruction. By [8], we can

find neighborhoods V of e (in the complement of any prescribed compact set) which

satisfy the following conditions:

(i) The neighborhood F is a connected manifold having compact connected

boundary and just one end.

(ii) The natural maps trx(e) -* irx(V) are isomorphisms.

(iii) The inclusion dV -* F induces an isomorphism trx(dV) -* trx(V).

(iv) The A-module Hq(V, dV; A) = 0 and H3(V, dV; A) is a finitely generated free

A-module.

In fact, we can choose neighborhoods Vx, V2 as above with V2 c int Vx such that the

cobordism

U = closure(F1 — int V2)

has a handlebody-decomposition

U = dVx X I U h\ U  • • • U h2r U h\ U  • • • U h\,

where the classes of the cores of some of the 3-handles, say h\,...,h\ generate

H3(VX, dVx; A). The classes of the remaining cores are mapped isomorphically by

3: H3(VX, dVx; A) ^ H2(dVx; A)

onto image 3. Let V = V2 U {dual 2-handles of h3r+x,...,h]}. Denote dV by M. A

straightforward calculation shows that V satisfies conditions (i)-(iv) above and

H3(V, M; A) is a free A-module of rank r with generators in 1-1 correspondence

with h\,...,h2. Let ax,..., ar be the image of these generators under 3: H3(V, M; A)

-* H2(M; A). Then X(a¡, a¡) = 0 and p(af) = 0, 1 < i,j < r. It is not difficult to
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check that the middle-level 4-manifold of U is diffeomorphic to dVx# r(S2 X S2).

(This is also a consequence of [10, Lemma 3.2]). Thus we can find classes a[,... ,a'r

in H2(M; A) such that A«, a)) = 0, À(a„ a'f) = ÓV, p(a'f) = 0 for all i, j and the

classes ax,. ..,ar, a'x,.. .,a'r generate a free submodule Kof H2(M; A). In fact, Tí is a

direct summand of H2(M; A) which is orthogonal with respect to intersection

pairing. By elementary techniques we can construct a Poincaré pair (Y, X) and

degree-one normal map (/, b),f: (M, dM) -» (Y, X) such that/is 2-connected and

K2(M) is precisely K. It is easy to check that all arguments in the proof of Theorem

3 apply to (/, b) and the noncompact 5-manifold V.   D

Addendum. Shortly after I completed this paper, Simon Donaldson [3] proved that

there does not exist any smooth closed 1-connected spin 4-manifold with nontrivial

definite intersection pairing. This immediately implies the existence of unobstructed

surgery problems in dimension four with no solutions. (Such an example can be

obtained by attempting to surger the three hyperbolic pairs of the Kummer surface.)

Consequently we can now give a handlebody construction, as in §3 above, of a

smooth noncompact 5-manifold W with a single end e, tame with vanishing collar

obstruction, such that e has no collar neighborhood in W. In fact, e is 1-connected at

infinity. Michael Freedman [4], in his recent work on Casson handles, has shown

that such an end actually has a topological (i.e., nonsmooth) collar neighborhood.
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